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About This Game

Escape from the mundane or stressful elements of life with a trip under the ocean, where you can create countless beautiful
reefs, underwater caves, and sunken forests.

Use a number of tools to sketch and build animated oceanscapes, and then fill them with different sea creatures, from goldfish
to sea turtles. When you’re ready to save, export your favorites to share with others and even turn them into screensavers for

your PC (with a free screensaver app). The possibilities are as endless as the seas.

Key Features

Easy-to-use editor to create endless animated oceanscapes

Steam Workshop integration to share and download custom creations

12 Steam Achievements to encourage your creativity

Steam Trading Cards, badges, emoticons and backgrounds to unlock, inspired by the creatures of Pixelscape: Oceans

Any future content will be free (no paid DLC or in-game micro-transactions)
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Do not buy this game. For some people, the game will shut off when you die. Even if you buy med-kits or extra lives, they will
not automatically deploy and as soon as your health hits zero, the games shuts off and you have to restart from Steam. This
started happening to me after I got to level four, which took me more than two hours, so now Steam won't even give me a
refund. I tried to explain that the glitch started happening after two hours into it, and now on levels 1, 2, and 3 when I die the
game shuts off, but they did not care. This was a huge waste of money.. HIGHLY RECOMENDED.. I started off liking this
game, I really did. I bought it after playing fifteen minutes of the demo after all. It builds a great atmosphere with its unique
artstyle and airy, empty soundscape that makes you feel alone. Even after it started trying a bit too hard with a creapy music box
sound, I was into the presentation.

Buuuuut, it all changed with the first monster you run into. A bunch of hallways you need to run down and avoid a monster that
runs just about as fast as you do, forcing you to run in juuuuust the right way or be insta killed. the final room was the last straw
for me, or at least I assume it's the final room. The room before it, you have to duck in and out until the ghost monster, instead
of stairing right at the entrance, has to fade in, thus wasting enough time for you to pass him. But the final room seems that the
ghost will always spawn a bit in front of you, chase you, then fade, forcing you to run back and forth until you reach the exit.

This whole section of dying over and over again completely ruined the pacing and atmosphere, and with the game crashing twice
in 40 minutes of pay, I decided that it definitely wasn't worth the price I bought it for (20% off even). I'd wait for it to be 5$
before buying this game if I even want to play it again.. Cant get any controller to work with this . Tried Logitech Extreme 3D
Pro , Logitech G27 Wheel and two gamepads . Feel ripped off . Milestone be ashamed . I want to claim a refund as this is not fit
for sale . Yes I expect its brilliant WHEN it works , when it doesn`t you feel conned .. I love refreshers like this course. Even
after years and years of using Microsoft Excel, I still came away with new "stuff" -- for example, adding backgrounds to
spreadsheets, using the Format Painter to apply styles to other cells or ranges, and the ability to find\/replace data as well as
apply formatting to the replaced data. There are a few other productivity tips as well.

Who knew you could add color to workbook tabs? Awesome!

SmartArt? Never heard of it until taking this course. Awesome!

One minor gripe is with the interface. It's a bit more specific than I would have liked. For example, when clicking on elements
or dragging and dropping items, you have to be very careful about where you click or the program will ask you to try again.

Overall, a great program for those people new to Excel or needing a quick review.. For a game that is not that isnt CPU and
GPU demanding, it is pretty fun in general. It's not just about winning or surviving on this game. Learning new tricks is they key
to making this game fun. In this game you can aim high or aim for the impossible. The physics seems pretty logical for a ragdoll
split screen MMO. The only problems you'll find are people with crappy latency (ping). But other than that, this game beats
expectations.
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One of the best games at encouraging players to get creative. You'll actually have no choice, as while the tutorial provides some
pointers and goals, the learning curve is purely left to player experimentation and trial-and-error.

While this can get really frustrating, at the same time, it is immensely challenging and freeing. Coupled with a fun presentation,
it's an addictive experience you'll enjoy hating, even if it wears out its welcome.. It is what it is. Not a lot of strategy. Essentially
just don't break the ice the video game. Music 2\/5, graphics 1\/5, gameplay, 2\/5. A modern version of Capitalism and if you
liked that game you will like this one. The graphics are fine for the type of game. This is only for those that like somewhat
realistic business sims, but if you do this is a well made one. There are lots of things to make and sell. This will keep me coming
back for years like Cap did.. Simply put = Fun for all the family. Muse away a few hours during some fast paced clicky action,
with a cute scary theme.

(Diner Dash) in gameplay, but with monsters and ghouls. Reasonably priced too.. A great little addition for the Paddington -
Oxford route. The 47 in this seems to have slightly different physics along with the horn sound compared to the standard Class
47. I sometimes used to see the NSE class 47 at my local station when i were a lad and this all looks to be done very well.. After
having tried a number of different video editing applications I finally found the one that suits my needs. The biggest advantage
for me is the really easy to use interface and the stable way of running. The problem I found with other video editing software
were the high number of crashes. Vegas Movie Studio 15 has not crashed at all.
Clear Recommendation from my side.. Excellent Coop game with creative level design that keeps bringing new puzzles and
intense levelse different from the one before. Fitting soundtrack and smooth, fun gameplay and controls.
Can't really come up with anything bad about this game as flaws are close to none.

Would recommend this to anyone who enjoys local coop or platforming in general.. Great game, Had lots of fun going through
all the Characters, and loved the furry parts most~ 10/10. Enjoying the game. Reminds me of some books I read.. Why is this
even for sale still? Windows XP, 32-bit, only. An out of support operating system required to play it reliably. Why not just sell
the original DOS versions instead?

Same applies to Space Quest collection and the Doom releases....
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